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Introduction

What's on in October/�ovember?
The season is now in full flow and the programme until the end of the year can be found at
http://www.stratfordphotographic.org.uk/programme.html

October is here and the trees are well into their autumn colour  great photo opportunities.

The club annual photo exhibition started on 22nd September in the Stratford public library and ran for
two weeks Judging by the comments in the visitors book it appeared to give pleasure to the viewers. A
small article on it was produced in the Stratford Herald by Mark Williamson a press photographer. After
talking to him we are hoping that he will be available to give a talk on the life of a press photographer

Photograph kindly contributed by Jenny Wren
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My Favourite Lens

Following on from the last edition which covered a Nikon lens we now swap to the probably little used
Pentax lenses. Article written by Stewart Band  many thanks to him.

A Plethora of Pentax Primes

Most people buy Canikons these days as they provide cameras and lenses using the latest technologies
but at a price. Having been the owner of a full frame Canon and several L lenses for several years I have
now developed a pronounced stoop and a bad back, and possibly bags under the eyes! ( Camera bags)
One day I weighed my bag whilst attempting to put it on my shoulder and it came to a mere 10kg and
with the prospect of a Baltic Cruise and would be Russian muggers looking for a tourist bearing gifts,
thought it would be prudent to travel light, often without a bag to avoid being barred from entry to
palaces and cathedrals so back to the Pentax!

With a Lowepro bag measuring 12x10x9ins it is easy to carry a 5kg load including a K3 body and spare
batteries:

Pentax Prime 15mm f4 209g, 21mm f3.2 196g, 31mm f1.8 367g, 43mm f1.9 183g, 77mm f1.9 286g, K3
818g and...a Pentax 50135mm zoom 805g

These lenses are a joy to use, they are small and light, use small filters 49 58mm, and are easily put in a
pocket, bumbag or handbag! ( No I don't have one!). The 3 silver items in the photo are full frame lenses
so are suitable for both APC and FF sensors. The black items are APC format only.

The image quality is superb , excellent colour, contrast, and resolution. The downside is that they are
expensive. Pentax lenses were the first choice of professionals in the 1960's and it was only from the mid
80's when Nikon and Canon took the lead with better bodies and Digital Imaging development that
Pentax as a brand declined, with subsequent reduction in investment in new product design.

Pentax were bought out by Hoya ,and again by Ricoh about 2 years ago. Ricoh launched the K3 a 24MP
camera last year which is rated as the best APC format camera on the market.

So pick up a Pentax with Pride!
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Getting Your work published

There is a big gap between being an accomplished club photographer and having your work published on
a regular basis. I'm not referring to self publishing such as Blurb etc, where there is a limited market
(family and friends usually), but having work published on a regular basis by/in magazines, such as
specialist enthusiast driven ones like classic transport, or even general ones like Cotswold Life,fashion
magazines,Playboy (I should be so lucky).

The specialist magazines on tight budgets and with limited circulation, say below 50,000 copies sold
nationwide, do use amateur/enthusiast/semiprofessional photographers on a regular basis. Indeed some
depend solely on those, many cannot afford an inhouse professional or even to contract work out to
professionals.

The first matter to consider is to look closely at your photography, do you photograph a particular subject
on a regular basis (eg classic cars)? Are your images descriptive, in other words do they portray it without
the need for words, or minimal description,and is it topical? Have a look at the magazines in the lending
library or W H Smiths which deal with your chosen subject and you will see the standard editors require.
Can you match it or even beat it?

Editors usually welcome images from anyonebut in the magazines I get work publishedthere are a regular
set of contributors and obviously editors trust ones who give them images which are topical, sharp, well
exposed and most importantly on time which can virtually go straight in to the magazine. If you are going
to submit, I suggest you contact the editor first, tell him what you can do, or if you have some possible
images for publication let him/her know details. In the first instance I would recommend email low res or
thumbnails to the editor so that they can be viewed easily, as long as you make it clear that the image
which takes his/her interest will then be sent at higher resolution.

You will see that most specialist magazines including the photographic press encourage submissions, but
it is a very competitive market but there is one way in which you can help in getting your shots published.
Do you know your subject well, do you think you could write reports or articles to go with the images?
Not everyone is good at this. I wasnt when I started and I still find composing articles a chore but if the
editor can take your work, words and images, and put it straight into the magazine (perhaps with a bit of
subediting) it means he doesnt have to do it himself to fill the copy, so you are onto a winner straight
away.

For myself I have had work published for thirty years, firstly with the railway magazines, images only for
many years as when I worked I didnt have time to write illustrated articles or only on an irregular basis. A
few years before I retired and then afterwards, I wrote more and more, mostly illustrated reports on steam
rallies or on railway/classic transport matters. Once you get a good reputation with editors they will put
work your way generally reporting on their specialisms. I have reported on diverse subjects as owners of
classic transport, restoration work, transport history, interviews etc.

From this, came having work published in volumes. So far I have written four illustrated books and four
booklets. Subjects were traction engines, classic commercial vehicles, modern railway traction and the
Gloucestershire Warwickshire Steam Railway. I was also contracted to produce two other illustrated
books on the steam railway and classic working canal narrow boats, one is Classic Narrow Boats by
Halsgrove Publishing.the other one is The Nostalgia Collection number 44 by Silver Link Publishing
entitled 'Gloucestershire Warwickshire Railway Reflections'. All this contracts came from having my
images published and building a reputation in the narrow field of classic transport.
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It certainly helps if you have photographic distinctions like RPS. Tthey catch the eye of the editor as it
says immediately you can at least take a good photograph.

If you think you have enough material and can string a few words together,sometimes only extended
captions plus an introduction will suffice.Put your ideas together on a book,and present them to a
publisher,with classic transport there are several in the market. They will let you know if they think it
will sell.Then the work starts,thank goodness for the internet for ferreting out information.

With regard to remuneration for your work, unless you can emulate J K Rowling, dont expect to become
a millionaire. Fees with specialist magazines are generally not high,remember what I said earlier about
budgets and circulation figures. In general terms for the magazines I work for a half page image will pay
£50, a front cover (the holy grail) around double that. If you supplement your work with words,then
payment goes up,a two page illustrated article £250 and onwards dependent on the number of pages
usually.

But its not all about money, I still find it very satisfying even after thirty years to see work in a magazine
and on the shelves in W H Smiths, even more so if it is a book in your local library. Also because of my
work in the past I have been granted a Press Pass for Mortons Heritage Publishing,which gets me in
everywhere and usually free entry.

Another area is calenders, I have had work published in several calenders, again there are specialist
publishers and some pay quite large sums for an individual image. One I did work for paid £300 each
image.

Anyway it is worth at this point mentioning copyright. If you sell your work on a one off basis and do not
surrender copyright it can only be used once, anything else has to have your approval and you can
negotiate terms.On the other hand if you surrender copyright for a remuneration the publisher can use the
image as many times as they see fit. Don't surrender copyright unless you are offered large sums. The
copyright laws are quite strict and are weighted in favour of the author even in these days of computers
and the internet.

Some cleverer people than myself sell images through their websites, but Dick Prior will probably
enlighten you on that.I do know several people who make reasonable sums out of it, but its not for me.
Andy Page also sells his images via his business,but again this is not part of publishing.

Of course, it is possible that one day you may take a unique image which could be syndicated worldwide
through newspapers and television. I refer to one where a plane crash was recorded uniquely by an
amateur photographer who just happened to be in the right place. The money to be made from that is like
winning the lottery and just about as likely. Also some of the higher circulation magazines will pay
correspondingly higher fees, Cotswold Life for example, several hundred pounds for a front cover.

Technical advice on images. I send images at 300dpi usually 2500 plus on email, you can send discs if
you prefer. It certainly beats the old days of film where you sent original slides or mono prints for
publication. Most magazines want record shots and not too much Photoshopping (they have experts their
end who do that). Unless they ask for creative work don't try sending that.
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At the end of the day if you can turn a modest profit from your hobby it is very satisfying, as is seeing
your work published even in a low circulation specialist magazine.In summary, review the subjects you
enjoy taking, look at the magazines on offer, contact editors/publishers, submit work, think about doing
illustrated articles, dont be put off by rejection and build on your reputation. Its easy, if I can do it so can
you. Only steer clear of steam railways, traction engines, classic transport. I can't stand competition!

Article kindly provided by Malcolm Ranieri

Photo opportunities in the near future

18th October Hastings Bonfire Night http://www.hbbs.info/index.php

18th October Deer at Dusk  Charlecote Park
http://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/charlecotepark/

22nd/23rd October Showman's show. Newbury Showground, Chieveley, Berkshire. An
exhibition of products, services and entertainment for the outdoor and
special events world. As well as exhibitors there will also be hot air
balloons, parachute displays, bands, fireworks, funfairs, dancing, circus
acts & clowns, dog handling displays, equestrian displays, extreme shorts,
vintage and historical vehicles, street entertainers and more.
http://www.showmansdirectory.co.uk/showmansshow/abouttheshow

25th/26th October Robin Hood festival. Nottingham castle. Relive the legend.
http://www.robinhood.org.uk/rhp.htm

15 Oct.  2 Nov. Starlight Special. One for Malcolm here. Trams at night and Dr Who stuff
on some days. http://www.tramway.co.uk/events/starlightspecials

26th October No photo opportunities but the clocks go back one hour. Extra time in bed!

31st October Halloween. Photo chances all over the place.

1st November Firework displays all over the place

2nd Nov.  23rd Dec. Swan feed at Slimbridge.
http://www.wwt.org.uk/wetlandcentres/slimbridge/whats
on/2014/11/02/wildbirdfeed/

7th November Christmas lights switched on in Manchester (does Xmas get earlier every
year?) http://www.skiddle.com/cities/Manchester/christmaslights.html

8th November THE Lord Mayors parade. The 799th parade takes place today in London.
http://lordmayorsshow.london/

8th  9th November Newark Vintage Tractor & Heritage Show.
http://www.newarkvintagetractorshow.com/
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9th November Rememberance Sunday in towns, cities and villages all over the UK.

12th November Shepton Mallet carnival. http://www.sheptonmalletcarnival.org.uk/

14th November Children in Need. Crazy stunts all over the UK.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/childreninneed

21st November Christmas lights on in Edinburgh.
http://www.edinburghschristmas.com/whatson

28th Nov.  21st Dec. Night time at Westonbirt
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/forestry/infd7uvcju

29th November Calne Lantern Festival. http://www.calne.gov.uk/LocalEvents.aspx

I'm afraid that not all the links in this section work and I can't figure out how to correct it but the events
do all exist and if links do not work a quick Google search will allow one to find out more information.

Great achievement

Dick Prior has achieved BPE5* which is the highest level of the Crown award system and has been
gained by less than 90 people so far. It requires acceptance of over 300 prints/dpi's in British
Photographic Exhibitions so a lot is needed to achieve this prestiguous award. For this he got "a small
certificate and a red ribbon". Worth noting that Malcolm has also achieved this high status. High
distinctions for a small club like ours.

Congratulations to Dick.

Big print

A few months ago I received a commission from the Agingdon County Hall Museum to produce a life
size photographic copy of a 16th century map which they have on show. The map was produced to settle
a legal dispute over who had rights to water extraction from the Thames in Abingdon.

Twenty one photos were taken of the map which were then stiched together in Photoshop to produce a
TIFF file of over 2 GB! The print measuring 3.15 by 1 meters was produced by the great people in
PhotoZone in StratforduponAvon and took 58 minutes to print out!

Once mounted, the print will be displayed in the Abingdon Council Chamber.

Sorry but it is too big to display in this newsletter.

Dave Buckland
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Merit 1 Print results

A very good turn out for an exciting evening with an outstanding judge. Results are as follows:

�ovice Section

1st Veronese stairway  Andrew Leask

2nd Artic turn  Dawn Breeze

3rd You can't be serious  Fred Reeve

HC 2:45 pm  John Edwards

HC White knuckle ride  Dawn Breeze

HC Awaiting the tide  Fred Reeve

C Duck  John Edwards

C Chaffinch  Fred Reeve

Advanced section

1st Dancer at Wave Rock  Derek Wood

2nd Maderan Street  Cliff Armstrong

3rd In rememberance  John Harding

HC Night Pier  Cliff Armstrong

HC The Beauty of Winter  Heather Wood

HC Pitcher plant  Derek Wood

HC Street Scene  Malcolm Ranieri

HC The Tames at Dawn  Irene Jutton

C Swan in Dappled Light  Cliff Armstrong

C East German Passenger  Malcolm Ranieri

C Peacock Dance  Dick Prior




